2002 Vintage
Saint-Émilion Great Classified Growth
Vinification

Situation
The Troplong Mondot vineyard
covers 33 hectares (81 acres) on the
clay-limestone plateau to the east
of the village of Saint-Émilion
Density of plantation
6.600 vines / Ha
5.600 vines / Ha
Blend
85 % Merlot
15 % Cabernet Franc
and Cabernet Sauvignon
Average age of the vines
37 years old
2002 yield
33.6 hectolitres per hectare
production after blending
Troplong Mondot: 65,000 bottles
Mondot: 11,000 bottles

Traditional vinification, carried out in small, temperature-controlled
stainless steel vats. Pumping over or rack and return (délestage). 21 to
28 days vatting. Practice of bleeding from 10 to 20 % on some vats. The
free-run wine went 100 % into new barrels from 8 different coopers.
The malo-lactic fermentation was done in barrels. The ageing on fine
lees lasted 17 months. Racking through the small bunghole from barrel
to barrel, determined by tasting. The final blending is carried out, ageing
finished, just before the bottling. Fining with eggs white.

The 2002 campaign

The 2002 season was overall dry and cold.
The months of January to April benefited from mild temperatures of
around 1 to 2°C above the annual averages. Bud-break occurred one
week ahead of normal. In May, rainfall was higher than normal, and
temperatures were lower, which slowed down the ripening process. June
was hot and dry with rain during the first four days of flowering which
caused problems of fruit setting (coulure). After a normal month of July,
August was very wet and cold. However, exceptionally fine weather during
September with sunshine accelerated the ripening process of the grapes.
The harvest took place from October 4 to 12, 2002 in perfect weather
conditions provided by an Indian summer that lasted until the middle of
October.

Tasting

A lovely purple-red colour. Clean, intense, spicy and quite fresh on the
nose. A very fine entry on the palate, dense and unctuous with a good
balance between fruit, oak and tannins. This is a well balanced wine,
displaying a lovely array of perfumed and elegant aromas. Excellent ageing
potential-an amazing bottle!

Alcohol degree on bottle
14°
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